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February 25, 1982

Lawyer says bill necessary to curb sports violence
by Tracy Collins
managing editor
Since players, owners, league officials, and even courts seem unable to
control the violence of their sports,
the time has come for the United
States government to do it for them,
according to Richard Harrow, author
of the Sports Violence Act currently in
Congress. Harrow delivered a 90 minute lecture, sponsored by UAO, on the
topic last night at the Grand Ballroom.
Harrow, using films to accent his
lecture, said the bill is not intended to
cause government "meddling" in
sports, but simply to tell the prospective leagues that if they "don't clean
their own houses, we'll do it for
them."
The bill defines sports violence as

"force having no reasonable
relationship to the competitive goals
of the sport, is unreasonably violent
and could not be reasonably foreseen
or consented to by the person affected," Harrow said.
"This bill tries to draw a clear line
between violence which can be
deemed part of the sport, and violence
which, when committed, makes the
athlete look like a criminal."
THE RESPONSIBILITY for remedying the situation has fallen in the
lap of the government because of the
inability of other parties involved to
act effectively, Harrow said.
The players have been unable to
form an effective group to act on the
problem because of their lack of
power within the rule-making framework of the leagues. The coaches are

in basically the same bind over the
issue, so the failure to act is the
responsibility of league officials, who
have refused to work with congressman over the proposed legislation.
Trying to deal with the excessive
violence in the courtroom has been
fruitless, because most statutes do not
cover what goes on inside sporting
arenas, Harrow said.
"The problem Is that all those statutes are written to cover assaults,
rapes and murders, but not hockey
fights," he said. "The bill is not perfect, but it is a damn sight better than
any state law."
There are two ways in which one
athlete can take another to court:
through a civil suit, or by having the
state tile criminal charges. Because
most state legislation is weak, civil
suits have become the most common

form of action. What makes civil teams encourage the violence in the
action strong, Harrow said, is the first place. Excessive violence will
right of Respondeat Superior, in continue to increase as long as the
which one player can not only sue pressure and incentive to be violent
another player, but also that player's continues."
team, charging it with negligence in
Harrow added there is a problem in
failing to control its players.
that what one feels is excessive violence may not be viewed in the same
HARROW SATO this is often a legit- light by another.
imate charge, due to the emphasis of
owners and coaches on the role of
"VIOLENCE is really in the eyes of
violence in selling tickets.
the beholder," he said. "What is vio"Most coaches encourage violence, lent to one is aggressive to another."
either implicitly or explicitly," he
While many leagues have begun to
said. "Owners encourage violence as clean up the violence in there sports
well. It is clear that violence is the key due to the threats of the impending
to selling hockey. They (owners) even bill, the NHL has refused to act on its
believe that more blood is better for own. NHL commissioner John Zeigler
colored television.
has defended fighting as a necessary
"The surveys show that the teams and harmless part of hockey, despite
pick up the fines (given to players), the recent rash of serious injuries
and that makes sense, because the stemming from hockey fights.

"What we need to do is keep tne
pressure on the NHL so that we can
change some of the attitudes it possesses," Harrow said, adding that the
main point of the bill is not whether or
not it passes, but rather that it
changes the attitudes of those who
now view sports violence as non-excessive. "Fighting is not essential to
the box office, winning is."
Before NHL owners become convinced that fighting is necessary to •
hockey - not only on the ice but at the
box office - they should look at the the
feats of the Olympic hockey team in
1980, he said. NHL all-stars lost 64 to
the Soviets playing by NHL rules,
while the amateur American team
defeated the Soviets playing under
international rules, in which fighting
results in a game disqualification.

Campus minister tells
students to be aware
of new draft policies
by Linda Perez
News staff reporter

Draft counselor Vaughan Maatman
burned his draft card at the height of
the Vietnam War in 1971. He was
convinced U.S. involvement in that
undeclared war was the most "evil"
activity Americans participated in
during this century.
But Maatman, a campus minister
at the University, is not too sure
whether most University students are
aware of the implications of Reagan's
draft registration renewal January
17.
"From what I see, most students do
not know how they would respond to
issues of war and peace," Maatman
said Tuesday in a discussion on registration and the draft. "What with the
situations in Poland, El Salvador and
the Middle East, this really bothers
me."
The main purpose of the discussion,
sponsored by campus ministers, was
to inform people of the current legal
situation concerning draft registration. Men must register for the draft
within 30 days of their 18th birthday,
Maatman said. While estimates range
from 800,000 to 1,000,000 men who
have failed to register, he was quick
to point out that 184 names of nonregistrants have been forwarded to
the Justice Department for prosecution and that the grace period for nonregistrants ends Feb. 28.
THOSE WHO FAIL to register by
this date face a maximum penalty
fine of $10,000 and/or five years in
jail, Maatman said.
Contrary to the popular belief, college students cannot get a deferrment
from the draft to finish their education.
Maatman urged all registered
males to keep their Selective Service
System letters of registration acknowledgement, (draft cards are no

longer issued) sent within 90 days of
registration, as written evidence in
case they should be accused of not
being registered.
While those who oppose war cannot
file for conscientious objector status
until an actual draft is started, and 10
days have passed since they were
inducted into the Army, Maatman
urges them to start compiling a conscientious objector file as soon as
possible.
"THE MINIMUM requirements in
documenting a CO. claim include a
statement of belief, three to five letters of support from those who know
you, and being able to prove a history
of conscientious objection," Maatman
explained. "Such a history might include being able to prove you're a
member of a peace group, or that
you've put on tile a C.O. statement
with your priest or minister."
But the government does not recognize all conscientious objectors, he
contended. Nuclear pacifists, selective C.O.'s who oppose only certain
wars, and non-cooperatives (those
who refuse to cooperate with the
military in any way) are not recognized. Only non-combatants and those
who are in civilian service for the
iiovemment are recognized as having
egitimate claims, Maatman said.
Maatman added that conscientious
objectors cannot avoid working at
some alternative service chosen by
Selective Service. Such alternatives
range from working for a government
welfare agency to clerking at a local
agency for minimum pay. He was
quick to point out that the National
Service Act being proposed by legislators in both Houses of Congress
would compel all males and females
of draftable age to at least one year of
civilian service at minimum pay.
While Maatman does not think that
the draft will become law within the
next few months, he does see its
legalization as imminent.

staff photo by Ron Hagler
Jan* Helllne, senior elementary education major, attempts to make an origami bird al a booth
demonstrating some of lit* arts of Japan Wednesday night at Asia Night sponsored by the World
Student association and held in the forum of the Student Services Bldg.

Reagan unveils plans of trade, aid for Central America
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan unveiled a program of trade,
investment assistance and direct financial aid for the troubled countries
of Central America and the Caribbean
Wednesday, and declared he "will do
whatever is prudent and necessary"
to ensure peace and security there.
Reagan said he will ask for $350
million in additional funds for the
region this year and warned in his
speech to the Organization of American States: "If we do not act promptly
and decisively in defense of freedom,

new Cubas will arise from the ruins of
today's conflicts."
He branded it a "crisis in the Caribbean."
The president, delivering his longawaited plan to aid the nation's neighbors to the south, mixed details of
proposed assistance for nations seeking help, based on "the magic of the
market of the Americas," with angry
words aimed at Cuban and other
leftist influence in the region, and an
offer of increased military aid.
"THE POSITIVE opportunity is

illustrated by the two-thirds of the
nations in the area which have democratic governments," Reagan said.
Reagan didn't say in His speech
what he would consider "prudent and
necessary" U.S. action. Nor did the
f resident, applauded at the start and
inish of the approximately 30-minute
address, discuss the use of U.S. troops
in El Salvador.
Asked if his speech was a warning
to Cuba or Nicaragua, Reagan said:
"I think it was an invitation. If they'd
like to rejoin the Americas and our
common heritage, we'd welcome

them back."
The president said his Caribbean
Basin Initiative includes:
• A program of 12 years of free
trade for products made in the region
- although some 87 percent of the
area's exports already enter the
United States duty free. Textiles and
apparel, covered by international
trade agreements, would be
exempted from this provision.
• Tax incentives to be sought from
Congress to encourage investment in
the area.
• The $350 million appropriation, to

"be concentrated on the private sector." The assistance would raise the
1982 total for the region to $824.9
million, almost double the 1981 spending. Officials have said the $350 million would be primarily for six nations
suffering short term balance of payments problems: El Salvador, Hondoras, Costa Rica, Belize, Jamaica and
the Dominican Republic.
• An offer of assistance in investment promotion, export marketing
and technology transfer efforts.
• Unspecified help for Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

Prosecutors cross-examine Williams, defense rests case
ATLANTA (AP) - Wayne Williams' buttal witnesses later in the dav.
lawyers rested their case yesterday calling fiber expert Larry Peterson to
after the defendant, showing the dispute a defense expert who said
strain of three days on the stand, fibers used to link Williams to the
attacked his prosecutor as "a fool' slayings could have come from other
and ridiculed the murder case against sources.
him as "a bunch of hearsay mess."
The defense expert testified that
Williams, a 23-vear-old black freelance photographer and self-styled carpet fibers taken at random from a
talent promoter, appeared on the downtown office building matched
verge of tears and acknowledged be fibers found on the victims, but Peterhad been "through a lot" as lie en- son said his own examination showed
gaged in a series of angry exchanges no match.
with Assistant District Attorney Jack
AT ONE POINT during the mornMallard.
ing's cross-examination, Williams
Prosecutors began presenting re- told Mallard, "You must be a fool."

"Didn't you feel that you were outdoing the police?" asked Mallard.
"No I didn't, because I was not
engaged in any type of contest or
anything with them," Williams said.
"I can't help it because they did a
sorry Job."
The defendant's outbursts were a
contrast to his generally calm demeanor during his first two days on
the witness stand.
Williams has pleaded innocent to
murdering Nathaniel Cater, 27, and
Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, two of 28
young blacks slain during a 22-month
string of killings here.

No arrests have been made in the 26
other cases, but prosecutors contend
the Cater and Payne deaths were part
of a pattern that includes the slayings
of 10 additional young blacks.

anything off that bridge, nobody saw
me kill anybody."

When Mallard contended Williams
used the term "dropshot" as a slur
about poor young blacks, Williams
DEFENSE LAWYERS called 65 retorted: "No sir. A dropshot can
witnesses in 15 days during the sensa- apply to anybody. And to be honest
tional trial, which is in its ninth week. with you, you are a dropshot."
During another angry outburst by
Prosecutors contend Williams Williams, Mallard turned to District
threw the bodies of Cater and Payne Attorney Lewis Slaton and smiled.
off a Chattaboochee River bridge
about a month apart last spring, but
Williams later said he became anWilliams told Mallard yesterday: gry because Mallard was taking his
"Nobody said... they saw me stop on statements out of context "to get his
the bridge, nobody saw me throw point across."

Inside
6 A local food store,
Nature's Manna, offers a variety of foods
for nutrition' conscientious
people.

7 The Bucket Dance
Company expresses its
stories through physical movements as they bring
their art to the University.

"■/lThe BG cagers saw
II I their dreams of a Mid-■-" American Conference
title die last night at Ball State

Weather

Cloudy. High in the mid 30s,
low in the upper teens. 70
percent chance of precipitation.
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Opinion
chemical warfare

morally unjustifiable

The Reagan Administration has made it a policy to keep
up with the Soviet war machine by cutting money
needed for domestic affairs and allocating it to the
defense budget.
Part of this allocation has been directed toward the
reinstatement of chemical warfare research. While this
research has been done in secret by the Central Intelligence Agency, the Administration will now be making this
a formal policy for the first time since chemical warfare
was formally "outlawed" following World War I.
Many fears have arisen about the public's view of
nuclear warfare because so few people remember the
devastation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The same types
of fears can be expressed toward chemical warfare,
because even fewer of today's leaders were around to
witness the horrifying effects of the massive use of
chemical warfare in Europe during the First World War.
Without actually seeing a man burned or crippled
because of the Soviets' "yellow rain", used extensively in
Afghanistan and Indochina, how can the Administration
justify the use of such a relatively immoral form of
warfare?
At this time, the justification seems to be "whatever is
good for them, is good for us;" or, "if they can do it, so can
we." This justification is a bit dubious, because morality
cannot be dealt with in such a way.
This may reflect a regrettable naivete toward warfare,
for there is really no room for morality in a "real war"
(which it seems the next one most definitely will be). This
was proven by the debacle of the Vietnam War, in which
the U.S. made a valiant but fruitless effort at waging a
moral war.
The bottom line is that chemical warfare is a further
violation of human rights, and it seems the U.S. is once
again following the path of the Soviet Union towards this
violation; much in the same way it has follow the Soviets'
Afghanistan example by furthering its involvement in El
Salvador.
Enough is enough. There is a fine line between regaining respect for the U.S in the world and turning it into the
the type of bully it has been accused of being. Reinstatement of chemical warfare, even for the purpose of keeping
up with the Soviets, goes too far."'

GSS requests letter-writing
to help graduate education

Budget-making tests relationships
It is budget time in Washington,
D.C, a difficult and decisive time for
our nation. Budget-making tests
relationships, whether in governments or families. Nothing threatens
a marriage like decisions about
money. An engaged couple can predict their maritarcompatibility more
effectively with a few hours of budgetmaking than with any questionaire
from Readers Digest. Why? Because
budgets reveal priorities, and budgetmaking brings conflicting priorities
into play.
The President's budget is straining
the unity of Congress, even among
Republicans. His proposals for federal spending, believe it or not, are
also causing stress in one of my
firimary relationships: the bond between my "religious self" and my
"civic self." Others may sense a
similar threat.
My religious self, nurtured by
prophets, apostles, mystics, and
saints, urges me to love God and
neighbor, and inspires me with a
vision of the good lile as the Kingdom
of God, a peaceable and just order for
all creatures. That self even prays for
this Kingdom to come on earth.
My civic self has had different
teachers: philosophers,poets, rulers,
generals, captains of industry, heroes
and heroines from popular culture.
With my religious self, my civic self
affirms truth and justice, but sums up
its vision of good life in terms of "the
American Way." My secular vision,
while including a concern for people,
is dominated by images of successaffluence, influence, popularityemerging from the media, especially
commercials. Both selves value charity, but in the Kingdom budget, charity has first claim on my resources. In
the American Way budget, charity
claims those riches not already expended on the drive to obtain "my
piece of the pie." Charity is what I do
with my leftovers.
This conflict between selves is not
new. It intensifies each time my wife
and I revise the family budget. And
any federal budget, whether of Ken-
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Campus Minister

St. Thomas More

nedy, Ford, or Carter, can disturb the
inner peace. But the latest outline of
national priorities threatens my religious-civic connection with incisive
force. I am being asked to join a great
crusade to make America "number
one" in terms of missiles, nuclear
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uresposibiity.
Ronald D. Clanculti
422 North Proapect

cipal used to say. "It's just unthoughtedness on thefir part."
But it sure is annoying.
Emll Danikar
School ol Journalism

Poor parking wastes
much-needed space
In this day of so many seemingly
insoluble problems, I'm disappointed
to see that so many of my staff and
faculty colleagues are overlooking
one problem that easily can be alleviated: Slipshod parking.
It's understandable that a driver
would want to keep his or her distance
in pulling into a parking place on a
snowy University lot in order to avoid
damage from skidding.
But too often it seems clear that the
driver made no effort to pull just a
little closer to an adjoining vehicle so
as to maximize the chance that
enough space will be left for someone
else to pull in.
All it takes is for the pulling-in
driver to remember that there are
others on this earth, and that they
have just as much right to a patch of
pavement as the guy who gets their
first. Maybe, as my high school prin-

Food wasters leave
good meals behind
This is addressed to the weight-concsious and the picky eaters at this
University that I see wasting food
every day. Did you know that there
are thousands of children in this world
who are starving to death? Did you
know that some of your fellow students are lucky to get one adequate
meal a day because they can't afford
to buy groceries? Some of those students would be happy to eat the garbage from your plates.
fc. very day when I walk through the
cafeteria I see good food being wasted
because some people are overly picky
eaters and others are on diets. For
example, as I was leaving after dinner last Tuesday my attention was
drawn to a table that four people had
just left. They had left enough pizza to
feed two people. (One pizza remained
untouched except for one piece, and

DOONESBURY
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On another occasion, our cafeteria
served steaks. Granted, they weren't
the best in the world, but they were
better than much of the food we are
served. Once again, people were
wasteful. I saw several half-eaten
pieces of meat left on plates and
others that looked untouched. I could
go on and list many more examples,
but that is i'"necessary.
Such waste is appalling! If some of
you are going to tie so unthrifty you
have no business complaining about
the prices of food in our cafeterias.
But that is not my point. If you are on
a diet and know that you aren't going
to eat a whole serving of something,
why don't you find a friend who is also
on a diet and share a serving and the
cost? Or if you are a picky eater and
don't like something, why not get
something else or do without? Not
only would you be cutting down on
food waste, but you would be saving
money that could be donated to someone in need.
It is for the sake of those hungry
that I write this. If you would like
more information on how you could
help stop world hunger, contact your
local church.
V. Jan* Shlrlay
510 Harmon
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by Dr. Ross Miller

religious self remembering "thou
shaft not kill" and "turn the other
cheek," and my civic self arguing the
necessity for doing "the lesser evil"
to stop the greater evil." There has
been a reluctant agreement which
allows temporary leaves for the citizen to play soldier and permission to
pay taxes for vehicles of violence. But
the new budget calls my civic self to
devote a large measure of treasure,
inventiveness, and commitment to an
overwhelming demonstration of destructive power. With faith and hope
in such a vision, is there room for
charity? Can I give Caesar what he
wants without acts of treason against
the Kingdom of God?

Letters-

In the wake of controversy over issues
such as school tuition and the raising
thereof, it seems to me that snow
removal and sidewalk irrigation, minor benefits that the student tuition
pays for, should be kept functioning at
The Honorable Paul Simon
maximum efficiency. These items, at
Room 227
United States House of Representa- the very least, should be expected by
the student.
tives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Granted, the week of February 15th
began a warming trend that left slush
and puddles scattered all over Bowling Green. However, the main walkThe Honorable Jamie Whitten
President, Graduate Student Senate
ways of the University were left, in
Room 2314
United States House of Representa- parts, practically unattended.
As most of you probably know,
These paths are used hundreds of
tives
recent proposals by President Reatimes a clay by the entire student and
Washington, D.C. 20515
gan will have devasting effects on the
faculty population.
future of graduate education. The
Graduate Student Senate has begun a
Since the warmer temperatures
letter-writing campaign to make key
The Honorable Sylvio Conte
began Friday, February 12th, there is
legislators aware of these effects. I
Room 2300
actually no excuse for this to be a
am writing in the hope that you will United States House of Representa- major problem on Monday morning.
assist in this endeavor.
tives
Attending a class in the Math-SciWashington, D.C. 20515
ence Building is practically inconEnclosed you will find a listing of
ceivable without snorkel, swim fins,
Representatives from the Subcomand oxygen tanks just to wade to the
building.
mittee on Post Secondary Education
and the Committee on AppropriaThese problems can be overcome
If enough graduate students would
tions. I urge you to write these legis- make the effort to contact these legis- by consistent snow removal and temlators and make your opinion known. lators, they might realize the serious porary irrigation dug out on each side
I would encourage other graduate implications that the Reagan propo- of the sidewalk to relieve the deeper
students in your department to do the sal to eliminate graduate and profes- puddles.
same. Write to:
There is a grounds crew at the
sional students from the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program will have on University and I feel it is part of their
the quality of education in this coun- job.
The Honorable E. Thomas Coleman try. Any assistance you can give us in
There is no excuse to make walking
Room 1527
this undertaking will be greatly ap- to class a treacherous journey. I realUnited States House of Representa- preciated.
ize that the weather conditions have
tives
For further information, contact been extreme but I do not feel that
Washington, D.C. 20515
the Graduate Student Senate Office. this excuses what I feel is a blatant
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warheads, bombers, ships, and chemical weapons. This will cost me and
every citizen about $7,000 apiece over
the next five years, not counting the
expense of the fallout shelter that's
recommended. In turn, I am asked to
abandon a crusade for improved
health care, educational and economic opportunity, clean air and water, energy and resource
steawardship, and justice for all.
(Though I am free to pursue the latter
crusade with my own money or with
grants from state surpluses or
friendly corporations.)
Now my inner selves have always
had difficulty maintaining an uneasy
truce on the subject of Killing, my

If you would like to comment on
something in The BG News or
anything of interest to the campus
community, write to The News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Please include you address
and telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words and
columns should not be long than 500
words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All are subject to
condensation.
Address your comments to:

Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
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Coupon grace period to
continue spring quarter

Board chooses editors for student publications
was his first quarter as managing editor.
Al Fuchs, The News'photo editor, will
become the editor of The KEY next quarter.
Fuchs Is a junior photojournalism major
who worked at The KEY as a staff photographer and was photo editor of the yearbook
last year.
The board approved Nathaniel Johnson to
continue as editor of The Obsidian. Johnson,
a senior public relations major, was interim
editor of the paper this quarter. The bimonthly publication features news and information for the University's minority students.
The Gavel's next editor will be Cheryl
Stein, a junior public relations major and

Editors of the University's student newspapers and yearbook were chosen last night
by the Board of Student Publications. Selected were editors for The News, The KEY,
The Obsidian and The Gavel.
Tracy Collins, The News' managing editor, was voted in as the paper's 169th editor
of its 62-year history. He was chosen from a
field of five candidates by the Board. Collins,
a news-editorial major, will succeed Becky
Brooks, a senior education maior in journalism, whose term expires at the end of the
quarter.
He is a Junior from Springfield, Ohio, who
has written feature and sports stories for
The News during the past two years. This

The meal coupon grace
period will be continued
next quarter, James Corbitt, director of University
food operations said at
Monday's Resident Student Association meeting.
The grace period, which
Corbitt said was initiated
by a joint resolution from
student government and
RSA, brings in $13,000 to
|17,500 in meal coupons.
"I have mixed emotions
about the grace period,"
Corbitt said, adding that
during the grace period,
coupons must be separated
according to the quarter
they were issued, creating
extra work for food service
employees.
* Our cashiers and managers fight this thing," he
said, adding that "the first
two weeks of the quarter
are a bear." Corbitt said
the major problems with
the grace period include
not only the counting of the
coupons, but also the accounting and closing out of
the past quarter.
THE MEAL COUPON
system now used by the
University was initiated in

president of Alpha Delta Pi sorority. Stein is
a long-time writer for the paper, which
covers news and events of the University's
fraternities and sororities.
All editors were chosen by the Board of
Student Publications, which oversees official student publications. The conversion to
semesters next fall will limit the term of the
editors to spring quarter and fall semester.
Then, the positions will be filled for two
semesters, with The News choosing a seperate editor and staff for the summer editions. Selection of editor for this summer
term will be made by the board in late
spring.

BG logBECAUSE OF ADMINISTRATIVE
CHANGES within food operations, the
Strawberry Patch in Harshman Dining Hall
will be closed for the remainder of winter
quarter.
CANDIDATES FOR THE MARCH 20 commencement are reminded to place their
order immediately for cap and gown regalia
at the University bookstore in the Student
Services Bldg. No cash Is needed at the time
the measurements are taken. Graduation
announcements will be on sale, also in the
University Bookstore, about two weeks before commencement.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE
STUDIES has four scholarships to award to
qualified students, one in each of the following categories: two year navigator (technical), two year engineer, three year
navigator (technical), and three year engineer. For more information, contact the
Department of Aerospace Studies at 164
Memorial Hall or at 372-2176.
THE THEATRE INTEREST. GROUP, a
group for anyone interested in any aspect of
teatre, will meet March 1 at 6:00 p.m. in
Joe E. Brown auditorium.

THOSE INTERESTED IN THE EXCHANGE program with Nanzan University
of Japan and Yonsei University of Korea
should attend a meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in the Perry-Croghan Room of the Union.
CANDIDATES FOR MARCH GRADUATION will be receiving information concerning the commencement ceremony by the end
of this week. All candidates are asked to
return the enclosed RSVP card by Mar. 10 to
the Office of Registration and Records.

1971. Corbitt said the prior
system was an "all you can
waste system" in which all
students paid the same
fees for board and were
able to take whatever food
they wanted.
Other problems with the
previous system included
restricting students to eating meals in a particular
residence hall and requiring them to make prior
arrangements if they were
SDing to bring a guest to
inner. It also limited dinner entree choices to two
per meal.
A group of faculty, staff
and students looked to
other schools, Corbitt said
and the coupon system
came developed from their
study. In the first year and
a half, Corbitt said the
University was able to reduce food waste by 80 percent. Corbitt said 100 other
schools have looked at the
coupon system.
"I personally feel our
Erices are too high," Coritt said. The University
food services are self-supporting and receive no
funds from the state or the

University, he explained.
Food service pays all its
utilities and salaries for
full-time and student workers, and was the first employer on campus topay
minimum wage to its 950 to
1,100 student workers.
"There's probably going
to have to be some price
increases in line items next
year," Corbitt said. Food
services does not price
items across-the-board
according to their budget,
so they cannot compete
with supermarket prices.
Corbitt said he is uncertain
which items will be increased in price or how
much of an increase will be
adopted.
Next year, students will
still receive four coupon
books per semester on the
standard meal plan, but
each book will be worth $91
instead of the $56.25 they
are now worth.
Corbitt urged students
who have complaints or
suggestions for food service should attend the
monthly meeting held in
their respective residence
hall.

**

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

CJlSJ4&C^4mj

(furnished 2 bedroom)
• HAVEN HOUSE
only $500.00 for the
entire summer.

•PIEDMONT
on|y $400.00 for the

JAZZ

BLACK EARTH

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At The
New Cherrywood Health Spa
**m

>K.

FOLK
ENTERTAINMENT

BY

entire summcr

Houses, Efficiencies, & Rooms

^*m

PRESENTS

BY

Chris Reynolds

Itltflei ZJ-lounri

SATURDAY 9 PM
$1 COVER

- r tuintt KK ^Jracki

FRIDAY, 9 PM
$1. COVER

.#*=

MIXED BOUQUETS Pkg. $4.50
CARNATIONS DO, $5.00
atJairu Cynr«'/i Kitaa.

% PRICE RATES!

GRADUATE
STUDENT

ISTUDENTS WHO HAVE TAKEN THE WESTERN
HORSEMANSHIP CLASS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR
V2 PRICE RATES DURING SPRING QUARTER

HAPPY HOUR

(WONT RECEIVE PHYS. ED. CREDIT AGAIN)

FRIDAY, FEB. 19
4-6 PM

BROOKDALE STABLES

BENTLEY'S LOUNGE

CALL JIM OR JULIE
TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS
655-2193

1550 E. Wooster Bowling Green
Sponsored by
GSS Programming Committee
He'll send you in
the clouds...

kylarud
Singer/Songwriter

Performing:
Thursday and Friday
Feb. 25-26

8 PM - 11 PM
With Opening Acts

Thurs.

TOM GORMAN

Charge Into*'

BGSU
Students

Friday

JOEL BRICKNER

$1 in the Side Door & KATHY ELLIOT

BLzzainn

MARCH 20-281982

$

9" MEAL DEAL
from PIZZA INN!

Two large pizzas and a pitcher of
•oft drink. Yon save up to '8'°!
Have we got a meal deal for you at Pizza Inn! Two large pizzas,
your choice of Sicilian Topper or Original Thin Crust, with any
two of your favorite toppings, plus a pitcher of soft drink...all for
just *9n. Up^to^n^Uy^alue. Dine-in only please.

"FREEPIZZA"

All-inclusive Package!
Enjoy the sun and sandy
beaches of Fort Lauderdak,
Florida over your Sprint
Break for just SI99including:

••^............I Ira.

At the following participating Pizza Inn restaurants:

1616 East Wooster St.

352-4657

Round my TratMfMMUlkMi *fc DtUu* Malotcotfc
* Dally Buffet Meal *Mr m Fwt Law irritate
• OffUw An«M*i(*- f<w Ik* taaMSt «f yaw
WKtM Fmrwmds or nipiahli -~M ftwww«
41' ComHttom* Rooms
Coktf Tttnmon md fhomn §m rock room
t*f|* NfiiM Pool md Hoi Thb Spt
Chiitrr PoolsiJt aV

CHARGE IT with you
With a deposit of only $100.00. you can CHARGE the balance
on your Mm Keycard and you won't be billed until March 31.
1982! Your Blue Keycard is accepted at fine Restaurants.
Nightclubs and merchants throughout Fort LauderdaJe once
you get here, and should*you need it. you'll be able to get an
emergency cash advance at our Fort Lauderdale office. You
must be a blur Keycard member to take advantage of this trip.
It's easy to get yours today • jusi pick up an application at any
of our Bowling Green merchant! who accept the card

For Reservations and Information ca>
Jeff—354-1644
or
John —352-1617

Blue Keycard

Falecns
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Software problems delay full operation of library's computer system
■bjJetiDtaN
*
MI

News reporter
The University library's new computer circulation system is not in full
use, although it was supposed to be
completed by last quarter, William
Treat, director of technical services,
said.
The circulation system should have
recorded in its files 90 percent of the
books in the library and be in full
operation by Demember 1982, Treat
said.
The system was installed last
spring quarter because the old one
was unreliable and too costly to maintain, he said.
When complete, the system will
have on file the titles of over 750,000
books at the library, personal records

nl faculty
fomtltv and
and students,
ctiwfonte anrl
itpm
of
and item
records for each book which tell its
author, contents and location in the
library. Library employees will be
able to check out books using a light
wand that reads the printed optical
characters on the new validation
cards, he said.
TREAT ADDED that DalaPhase
Systems, Inc., the computer marketing company the library purchased
the system from, has not delivered
the needed software (programs) to
produce files for overdue books and
tines, reserve books, and personal
records. "This is typical for the (comSiuteri industry because it is difficult
or them to keep up with their promises."
"Some of the software we require
for fines and overdue books are spe-

Hal programs
nrnPram.S that require
renilire a lot of
cial
for the company to create," he said.
Several problems have been centered around the new system. Public
terminals, which can tell users if
books are located in the main or
science libraries, or have been
checked out, have not been installed
because of security reasons.
"Terminal codes can easily be deciphered by students and faculty in
order to obtain personal information,
as well as what books they have
checked out and what fines they
have," Treat said, adding that DataPhase has promised-to correct the
problem.
STUDENTS and faculty have certain
time limits for checking out books,
but the computer has the wrong times
recorded in its memory, he said.

"Thp system
9v«*tpm has recorded
rprnrdpd that facfar"The
ulty members can only take out books
for two weeks, but (actually) they can
have the entire quarter for their use,"
he added.
Treat said that because of this problem, the circulation employees must
hand-write forms for books taken out
by faculty and graduate students.
Books that are already coded and
recorded in the computer's files, and
that are being taken out by undergraduate students, are read directly
into the computer by the character
reader.
The library has been using the thin
plastic validation cards to check out
coded books since November, he said,
adding the character readers have
been recording accurate data.
THE VAUDATION cards will be is-

mttoA every
ovarv quarter
miartor to
tn students
ctii/Witc and
anil
sued
once a year to faculty and staff, he
said.
The cards are color coded each
auarter which is an advantage for
brary and Student Recreation Center employees. "Since the cards are
different colors, employees can tell if
students are registered at the University that quarter," he added.
Library employees have been trying to code most of the older books
and record them in the computer's
memory, but the process has been
slow, Treat said.
"With budget cuts, we just don't
have enough personnel to use just for
converting books into the system," he
said, adding that the only student
employees being used in the conversion are those who have been em-

nlnvoHfnr
turn or
nr three
thro** years,
vanr* and
and who
vk
ployed
for two
have shown the necessary skills.
THE ON-LINE Computer Library
Center terminal located on the first
floor of the main library is hooked up
to a library center in Columbus, and
can be used by the public, Treat said.
"The terminal contains millions of
catalogue records like the ones in the
card catalogue," he said, adding that
it contains the title, author and volume number for all the books in the
library.
"The system will be able to provide
statistics on how many students use
the library, what majors they represent, and what books they are talcing out," he said, adding that these
figures will help the library allocate
its money to the areas of continual
use.

State school board nixes
hiring of superintendent
CLEVELAND (AP)- A
deal between the Cleveland school board and Superintendent Peter Carlin
ran into trouble with state
officials yesterday in light
of the district's financial
problems.
Dr. Robert Bowers of the
state superintendent's office said the school board
needs state approval for
any contracts or expenditures. The 80,000-student
district is under state financial supervision because of a $19 million loan
last year.

ary as a special consultant
and find a new superintendent. Bowers said that
such an agreement would
not be approved by state
superintendent Franklin
Walter.
"Given the situation in
Cleveland and their financial condition, he (Walter)
has notified (board president) Mr. Bonda that. . .
any contract or expenditure in this would not be
approved," Bowers said.

THE BOARD AGREED
to keep Carlin, a 28-year
veteran, in the district for
On Tuesday, the board two more years so he can
agreed to hire Carlin at his get his pension. The total
current $50,000-a-year sal- cost is about $118,000 with

benefits and legal fees.
The board did not rehire
him as superintendent because U.S. District Judge
Frank Battisti, who oversees desegregation, made
it clear he did not want
Carlin in the top post.
Board president Ted
Bonda said he didn't know
what the board would do.
"We have a time problem because we have to
Sve notice to Superintennt Carlin by a certain
date, which is very soon, or
he would automatically be
rehired," Bonda said. "But
to reorganize the district,
we would have to not have
Peter Carlin as superintendent."

Orchestra plays Manila
MANILA, Philippines
(AP)-The Cleveland Orchestra, acclaimed by audiences and critics in
Japan and Hong Kong, received another warm welcome here as it presented
another concert on its Far
East tour.
Writing for the Wednesday edition of the Bulletin
Today, music critic V.R.S.
Felipe called the orchestra's Music Director and
conductor Loren Maazel
an "eloquent communicator."
"Bernstein's 'Overture
to Candide' made for a
bouncing opener in its unmistakable American lilt.
Easily the Cleveland Orchestra made the theaterful of music
enthusiasts eager to hear
the rest of the American

select.on," Felipe wrote.
"Maazel etched Barber's 'Adagio Strings' into
a thing of serene beauty:
Like a sculptor, he 'carved' expansive, exquisite
phraseology and lyrical delineations amongst the violas, specially touching
when sung by the celli," he
said.
"IN SOLO, duo, and sectional ensemble, they (the
orchestra) reveled to the
variant treatments of the
Shakef tune 'Simple Gifts'
until the throbbing fugal
fanfare (heard among the
trombones, trumpets,
tuba, and tympani) exuded
an identifiably and palatably American atmosphere," he continued.
Felipe said the orchestra
doubly honored George

Gershwin "by offering
Russell, Bennett's symphonic arrangement of his
opera 'Porgy and Bess'
and his autobiographical
suite, 'An American in Paris.'
"The theater was gorged
with jazzy rhythms, sultry
melodies, alluring harmonies all so sensuously
and palpably delivered in
Porgy and Bess.' Conducted from memory, 'An
American in Paris was
dealt with keen understanding: Maazel tastefully kept the music
between the threshold of
symphonic music and TinPan Alley," the writer
said.
The orchestra travels to
Honolulu on the last stopover of its tour and returns
to Cleveland Feb. 27.

Armed patient gives up
DAYTON (AP) - An
armed patient at the Dayton Forensic Center took a
woman hospital employee
hostage yesterday, then
surrendered after a 9V4hour standoff with lawmen. No one was injured,
officials said.
"He was negotiated out
by a combined negotiating
team of the Dayton Police
Deptartment and Ohio
Highway Patrol," said
Rodger Mendenhall, suSrintendent of the Dayton
ental Health Center,
which encompasses the forensic center.

Gat Lucky
at

Police did not identity
the man. But The Dayton
Daily News said he was
Donald Gene Bartley II, 21,
of West Carrollton. and
reported that the man's
attorney, Louis Hoffman,
confirmed the identification.
Mendenhall said police
confiscated a small-caliber
handgun when the man
surrendered about 1:25
p.m. Officials did not immediately say how he obtained the weapon.
Mendenhall said the 26year-old unidentified hostage^^psychjatricaide

supervisor, was released
unharmed.
Ohio Highway Patrol
troopers had surrounded
the mental health facility
during the standoff, and
special telephone lines had
been set up to talk with the
man.
Bartley originally had
been charged with murder
in the November 1980 shotgun slaying of Frank S.
Abbey of Miamisburg, but
was indicted for involuntary manslaughter. He
was ruled competent last
month to stand trial March
t, the Daily News said.

Luckv Steer
more than a stcakhouse
Gallery of Specials

OrCaktaSt! 6am - 11am Daily $ 1.79
2 eggs, bacon, Hash Browns, Biscuit, coffee
LUIlCheOn: l - 4pm Monday thru Saturday
$2.49
Choice of Baked Cod, Sirloin Beef Tips,
3 pc. Chicken, l/3lb Chopped Beef served
with Idaho Baked Potato & Tossed Salad

All-U-Can Eat Specials:
Tuesday - Chicken Dinner $3.59
"Wednesday - Fish Dinner $3.79
Thursday - Shrimp Dinner $5.29

Weekend Specials:
Saturday 4-10 pmRibeye Dinner $3.99
Sunday 11-9 pm Prime Rib Dinner $4.99

BUSCH. The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band.'

Oinners include Idaho Baked Potato & Salad Bar
1726 East Wooster, Bowling Green
10% Discount With Student Validation Cardl
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Unknown child becomes obsession

Investigator searches for family of 'Boy in the Box'
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - For 25
years Remington Bristow has tried to
identify "The Boy in the Box," an
unknown child whose life and death
have become his obsession.
One of his most important clues is a
plaster mold of the little boy's face,
made in death on a cold slab in the
Philadelphia coroner's office where
the 61-year-old Bristow once worked
as an investigator.
"If you ever looked at the mask, or
held if in your hand, you wouldn't give
up the search either," Bristow told a
reporter several days before the 25th
anniversary of the discovery of the
child's body.,
"The feeling comes over you of the
little boy crying out, wanting to be
known, and you'd do anything in the
world to answer the question, who is
he?" he said.

BRISTOW, now retired and slowed
down by illness, is still looking "for a
lucky break," and he's gone all over
the country to follow every clue.
"On my vacation, my wife and I
would go to migratory workers camps
searching and searching, and hoping," he said. "We went to Florida,
into Oklahoma, Arizona, New Mexico,
California, Oregon, and even into
Mexico. We figured the parents were
poor, transients.
"Everywhere we asked questions,
showing the pictures, hoping to get
some information, and it always was
negative. In Mexico we even had an
artist drawDictures of boy with different types of hairstyles."
He even offered a reward of $1,000.
but never got any takers.
THE SEARCH has cost him thou-

sands of dollars.
"What's important," he said, "is to
find enough time to devote to it. I
don't think there's a day that goes by
that I don't think about who the boy is.
"Last year I thought I had it made,
but found the kid alive and well," he
said. "That was a child that wasn't
dead. He was now a young man who
as a 4-year-old looked just like my
'boy in the box.'"
The box, hidden in bushes and prepared for burial, was found on Feb.
25,1957. The carton was designed for
i baby's bassinet.
INSIDE was the body of a little boy.
He was blond, with blue eyes. The
body, wrapped only in-a scrap of a
cheap cotton flannel blanket, had
been washed. The hair was crudely
cut. and the nails carefully trimmed.

The boy had suffered head injuries,
perhaps from a beating, maybe from
an accident. Bristow believes the
boy's parents "were going to bury
him when they were frightened
away."
After a police search and fruitless
efforts by the medical examiner's
office to identify the child, Morgue
Case No. 29109 was buried in Grave
191 in a city cemetery. He wore a suit
that belonged to a policeman's son.
A HEADSTONE, erected with
money donated by Bristow and detectives, reads "Heavenly Father, bless
this unknown boy."
Two or three times a month Bristow
visits the grave, although those visits
have become less frequent because of
a recent stroke.
On Thursday, there will be a service

at the gravesite.
Bristow's wife, Jean, backs him 100
percent in what she calls his "obsession."
"WHENEVER SOMEONE calls
about the boy he follows it up regardless of how slim the lead is," she said.
"Nobody in the family would dare tell
him to stop. They know how he feels
about it."
Bristow, a native of Portland, Ore.,
came to Philadelphia in 1956 from
California where ne was an undertaker and deputy coroner. He retired
in 1977, but still gets tips from the
medical examiner s office.
"Nothing is hopeless," he said. "To
finally find the parents, and talk to
them, and close the case, would be a
great way to end a career."
There are three filing cabinets full
of reports, and Bristow s desk is cov-

ered with paraphernalia linked to the
case.
BRISTOW FEELS he knows the boy
better than his father and mother, or
any slaters or brothers, "because I've
had him for 25 yean."
"He was little and undernourished,
from a poor family, who somehow
sustains injuries ana dies," Bristow
said. "A police poster is put out
asking for information on a possible
homicide and the parents see this, get
scared and take off.
"They had bathed him, and cleaned
him and they were going to bury him.
It is not a homicide. They would have
put him in a sack and thrown him
away. There had to be a great deal of
love to prepare him for burial.
"That's why I think that someday
someone is going to come forward and
say, "That is my child."

Government debt collection insufficient
WASHINGTON (AP) The federal government's
collection systems are so
inadequate that the total
amount of money owed the
nation by contractors,
state and local governments can't even be determined, a congressional
report said Wednesday.
And the small portion
that can be identified, $374
million, remains uncollected, says the report by
the General Accounting Office, the congressional auditing arm.
"Federal agencies are
doing a poor job of managing and collecting audit-related debts owed by
contractors and grantees
such as state and local
governments," said the re-

port to the House Government Operations
subcommittee on legislation and national security. "Most agencies do not
know the total amount
owed to them, nor do they
collect debts promptly or
charge the required interest when payments are
late.
"When they are paid,
agencies usually do not
know whether the amounts
received have been taken
from their own or other
federal programs. Also,
some federal agencies
avoid collecting some of
their debts altogether,"
the GAO said.
THE REPORT is the
third done over the past

four years for the subcommittee, which held a hearing yesterday on the
failure of federal agencies
to collect millions of dollars in misspent funds that
are owed to the government.
In the current report to
the committee, the GAO
said even after management agrees with the auditors' findings and it is
determined money is
owed, the agencies are not
collecting it.
Rep. Jack Brooks, illTexas), subcommittee
chairman, commented:
"Most agencies don't
even know how much is
owed to them. They are
slow to act. They don't

Estrogen, fluoride help in
strengthening brittle bones
BOSTON (AP) - An ex- However, in 60 percent of
perimental combination of the patients, the treatment
fluoride and estrogen will noticably increased the
strengthen the brittle amount of bone in their
bones of older women and vertebrae.
firevent most of the fracThe use of estrogen in
ures that are a disabling
affliction of old'age,'a women who have gone
study shows.
"through menopause is con"It looks from this pre- troversial, because the
liminary data as though we
can almost stop fracturing
over a period of time by
using both drugs," along
with calcium, said Dr. Stephen Hodgson, one of the
researchers.
After menopause, many
women suffer osteoporosis, a disease that erodes
the bones and contributes
to broken hips, forearms
and vertebrae. It is far
more common in women
than in men.

hormone increases their
risk of uterine cancer.
In recent years doctors
have increasingly prescribed dietary calcium
supplements to prevent
bone loss. Calcium is the
mineral that gives bone its
strength.

collect interest when payment is late. And some of
them just write the debts
off rather than try to collect them."
IN A RELATED develrent, the subcommittee
auestioned the Reagan administration's claim
that its strike force of inspectors general to combat
waste and fraud in government has saved taxpayers
more than $2 billion in just
six months.
In a report to Reagan,
the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency
said its 18 inspectors general had saved $388 million
in "audit recoveries,"
amounts recovered
through management actions, and $1.7 billion in

costs avoided, amounts
which will not be incurred
in the future because of
recommendations by the
inspectors general.
The committee, however, challenged the auditing procedures used,
particularly on the General Services Administration and Transportation
Department, which account for $282.2 million of
the $388 million in audit
recoveries. And the committee does not believe
that costs avoided in the
future should be considered a savings.
"There are real battles
to be won in the war on
waste, and I don't think it
helps anyone to engage in
these make-believe figures," said Brooks.

their
'82 Winter Pledge Class
Jeff Bush
Dave Bevan
Dave Gnepper
Kevin Johnson

Gary Kuebler
Jim Montgomery
Rich Sharp
Sid Toy

And Congratulates Their
New Actives
Jim Henley
Steve Cooper

Steve Edwards
Doug Termuhlen
Scott Wetta
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On your College Ring

IMAGES—are you"
LAST CHANCE SALE

"Pilot pens! Ybu have
to hold onto them
two hands:'

THE LATEST RESEARCH was directed by
Dr. B. Lawrence Riggs at
the Mayo Clinic and published in Thursday's issue
of the New England Journal of Medicine.
In their study on 165
women, the doctors tested
four different combinations of fluoride, calcium
and estrogen and kept records on the number of
broken vertebrae the patients suffered.
They found in a five-year
followup that calcium tablets alone reduced the
number of fractures by 50
percent. A combination of
fluoride and calcium lowered the rate by 63 percent,
while estrogen and calcium reduced the rate by
78 percent, and a combination of estrogen, fluoride
and calcium cut the fracture rate by 94 percent.
For reasons that are unclear, the fluoride did not
help everyone who took it.

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

Fall - Winter Merchandise

SAVE

Rodrwv DongertieW

See your Jostens' Representative.
DATE
PUCE

50% - 80%

ONLY THREE MORE DAYS
FALL PANTS-SKIRTS
$9.99

February 22-27
University Bookstore

s

SWEATERS—
REMAINING FALL STYLE
30 PIECES $5.99

Closeout Values Throughout Store
"I Hail gM M m«KM I mok* a dtposlt
itits guy's making a withdrawal
including my Pilol pan
, rtolmoifcnminolhowpeopl.aolocmyMolFirwIinw Wm/'W
I to point writes Itirougn carbons And Pilot charges only 79< lot it
People get their hands on it ond torget it s my pen
I got no pen And no respect*
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor
Pomt too it writes with an extra
Inline Itsmetotcollofh
keep the point from
aoinj squish
^^
for only 89' they
^^M ^^^^^ PILOT
own pen and show
some respect lot my property'

iTO pOtTl mClXBf PW1S
PeopMlotenaPiloflMilstheirown

ONE LOW PRICE

$

2fe*4!«k*39«8

CONTACT

law

Guaranteed No Finer Lenses
Available at Any Price

Burlington Optical

Congratulations
Traey 8. Al

^Jne I owder [ uff
525 Ridge St.

$0 f9tf 0mt$ftmt1

ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS!
SEVENTH ANNUAL
BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL

featuring

HOT MUD FAMILY
INC

February 27 8-11:30
St. Thomas Mora's
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Owners offer alternative
at all-natural food shop

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

by Shawn Zuver
and Rachel Robert!
Nature's Manna, Bowling Green's newest food store, looked like the last house to
budge when downtown expanded.
The old yellow house is sandwiched between an insurance agency and an attorney's office on East Court Street.
Owners Pat Nagel and Donna Hawley
refer to each other as partner. Donna
greets everyone and knows most customers
on a first name basis. Pat loses track of
time and carries on conversations past
closing. Both love the store.
Pat and Donna had two goals when they
opened the store. The first was to make the
public aware of what they are doing to their
bodies with what they eat. They have
reached the community through lectures
and cooking classes, like the bread baking
classes held on Monday nights.

Same Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-7031

V«OP HOUl» WO.SW Ml
■ «5J MAMCsf «OA0
60»(i«W u»(C*s OHIO

Nature's Manna owners Pat Nagal and Donna Hawlay prapara a
package ol (rashly ground whole wheat flour et a customer's request.
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The BG News
Obsidian and
The Key

THURSDAY NIGHT IS
STUDENT NIGHT!!!

CINEMA 182

ALL

STUDENTS

$1.00

This school is our home,
we think its worth defending.

THE SECOND GOAL was to sell natural
food alternatives at a reasonable price.
Instead of offering the foods found in
conventional grocery stores, Nature's
Manna features what is commonly known
as "health food," a term which Nagel and
Hawley do not like.
"We refer to our food as natural food, not
health food," Nagel said, "I think the term
health food connotates hippies and the
1960's. It gives me the idea that the people
who eat them are a little less than human."
Instead of the usual grocery store foods.
Nature's Manna only carries all natural
food with no preservatives. The shelves of
the store are lined with spinach flats, wheat
germ, dried papaya, figs, raw milk cheese,
and fertile eggs, among other things.
Nagel said the store has everything to
offer the consumer.
"WE HAVE candy, ice cream, everything.
The only difference is that it is all natural.
Nature's Manna even has alternatives to
the pastas that are sold at grocery stores.
Customers can choose from artichoke spaghetti, spinach lasagne, and whole wheat
stuffing shells.
The store also offers coffee substitutes
and caffeine-free teas. One brand of tea
offers an all natural tea bag that took two
years to perfect.
According to Nagel, pumpkin seeds are a
favorite snack of her patrons. She said that
some people eat them plain while many
prefer them mixed with granola or In the
other mixes that are prepared at the store.
Nature's Manna sells no chocolate or
sugar products because Nagel believes
white refined sugar is not nutritional.
"I would advise everyone to cut out using
white refined sugar. It is the worst thing
you can do for your body because you can't
bum up the calories."

are now accepting applications
for:
Editors, copy editors, photographers, news and
sports reporters
Apply: 106 University Hall

NAGEL SUGGESTS that people use honey
as a sweetener instead of sugar, since the
oooeooeeeooot

human body can use up its calories.
Nature's Manna does offer a substitute
for chocolate. Nagel feels that carab candy
bars taste almost the same as chocolate.
"I used to love chocolate and I can't tell
the difference between the two. I even bake
carab chip cookies. Another good thing is
that carab has only half the calories of
chocolate."
Nagel also said that she only uses whole
wheat bread.
"White bread is almost as bad for the
body as white sugar. There are 56 nutrients
taken out of the flour and only three of them
are replaced. Whole wheat gives you all the
nutrients."
NAGEL ADMITTED that she and Hawley
do experience problems with freshness of
their bread because it can only be kept four
days unless it is frozen.
"Ground whole wheat flour keeps all its
nutrients but after three days it loses 60%
of them unless it is frozen. We have to
check our inventory each morning for
freshness."
Nagel said although she only has been
eating natural foods for two and a half
years, she has already noticed a pronounced affect on her health.
"I feel better now than I did before. I had
my blood tested a short time ago and the
doctor could not believe how clean it was.
When I told him that I felt the natural foods
helped, he didn't seem to agree with me."
NAGEL ADMITTED that doctors are generally skeptical about the effectiveness of
natural foods. But she added that she heard
one doctor from Colorado lecture on a study
done with arthritis patients.
"Dr. Diane Petowsky conducted a study
with 10 bed-ridden arthritis patients. They
were fed only natural foods and no red
meat. Within seven months, all of the
patients were walking and nine of the 10
were able to run."
Nagel suggests that persons starting out
on natural foods should allow six to eight
months to make the total transformation.
She added that her transition to natural
foods was gradual.
Nature's Manna's major focus is on natural food but they do carry some vitamins
and are constantly expanding.
"It's our theory that you can take bottles
of vitamins but if you don't eat right, it does
no good."
As for the future, Nagel does not believe
that grocery stores will pose a major threat
to stores like Nature's Manna by adding
natural food to their inventories.
"I think there will always be a need for
natural food stores because people will
wonder how long the grocers have left the
food on the shelf. This is important to
natural food consumer."
Nagel said she would suggest natural
foods to anyone. "I think it is important for
young people to start eating natural foods
because it really does become a way of
life."

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Grew
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982^
furnished or unfurnished
Hour*. Mon.-Frt. 9-12 1 1-5
Set 10-2
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $266
Furnished; $270
Furnished; $285
Landlord Pays All Utilities
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Peya Electric Lights
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200
Efficiencies:
Furnished; $225
Unfurnished; $200
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Furnished; $225
Resident Pays Electric Lights
Landlord Pays Al UflMes
e Laundry facilities available • Qes heat
• Swimming pool • Party room
• Game room • Sauna

Winthrop Terrace
Apart ments '
Have You Secured a Place
to Live for Next Fall?
We Have 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Available Summer & Fall.
Relax in Your Own Private Pool
Mo Heat Bills to Pay
No Cablevision to Pay

Stop out today and choose one
Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Hours Mon - Fri 8:30 - 5:00
Sat Feb. 27th 10-3

Domino's Pizza Relays
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THE DELTS AND THEIR CO-PILOTS TAKE OFF TO
DAVE A KELLY

OSH A THE WOMAN

TORONTO
CONTESTANT'S

CHRIS A JILL
TODDADAWN
SICH A JILL
DREW A JULES
RAHJA RERUN
RETRACTO-HEAD A MUNK
COUCH-MUNSTER A CAROLYN
BUM A CARRIE
DOWNTOWN A LIVLLAMA
KNAPPY A LLAMA
GOLFE A YOU
PUPPERS A KOW-EYES
ZIGOS A CINDI SUE
WEESIL A LOOANN
CHRIS A RAISIN
SHARK KING A WOODSY
NEILBA A BETHBA
HANDLES A PALM
DA VE A KIM
TANGO A KRISTA
PAUL A MADAME LADY
BILL A TRACY

TED A LISA
CHUCK A KRINA
STAUDT A STERIO
BIRD A FINN
CHAS A CHARLES
BILLY A MAP
JIMAGWEN
GOOSEAKARIN
D.J. A CHERYL ANNE
H-WOOD A LIBBY T.
JERRY A BETH
GRAHAM A STACY
WILEY A GRISS
PETRO A COLLEEN
WEA VES A BELINDA
TERRY A SUSAN
BOBBY A MICHELE
VARCHIADOLLY
CRAIG A SUE
■K- A HAPPY
DOUG A JUDY
GREG A JOAN
JED A DENISE
PAUL A PATTY

WHO WILL BE THE GRAND-HOSER?

A
donation
from
every
pizza sold.
DasKs) of donations:
Friday, February 26
Saturday, February 27
Domino'e Pizza Delivers ~
1616 E. Wooster
Phone: 352-1539

Domino's Pizza will make
a donation from every pizza
ordered on the deters)
specified on left to help
eend our track team to the
4th annual Domino's Pizza
Relays at Florida State In
Tallahassee. This NCAA
sanctioned event attracts
outstanding athletes from
around the country. It
will be held on Saturday a
Sunday. March 20 and 21.
You can order a hot,
nutritious meal from
Domlnde Pizza and help
support our teem I Free
30 minute delivery service.
Give us a call!
Drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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Valentina Alexander

Top of the

BUCKET
| here almost doesn't seem to
be enough space for the welltoned, androgynous body of a
woman dancer as she twists, spins
and cavorts onto stage at the
University Hall Main Auditorium.
Mary Greely, of the Bucket
dance company, begins her
performance like a scared,
skittering colt, running
backwards, feigning madness and
confusion as she tries to portray a
modern woman breaking down
from the expectations society has
put upon her. After a series of
frenetic jumps and intricate arm
movements, she collapses on the
stage, breathless, limp as a

ragdoll.
But in a moment, the energetic
dancer is up, on her feet, striding
purposely across the well-lit
stage. The audience is silent as
she metamorphosizes into a
confident woman. A long
sweeping gesture of her hand
from her breast to her thigh is
delivered with such grace that it
seems to characterize her
transformation.
GREELY'S movements suggest
a fellow dancer's description of
dance as an intellectual, as well as
physical art.
"It's like being an actor,
musician, and writer all at once,"
Shelly Taplin, who has danced
with the company for four years,
explained.
Choreographer Garth Fagan,
who established The Bucket dance
company in 1970 to provide an
outlet for black modern dancers,
agrees with Taplin on dance as an
integrative art. Performing a

variety of dance styles, from
strenuous ballet to the goodnatured Charleston and the
sinewy movements of African
tribal dance,he describes his
technique as eclectic; his dances
structured but natural-looking.
"There's no improvisation in the
actual performing of the dance,
although there is this element in
the creative process," Fagan
said."I like to give the aura of
spontaniety, for I dislike tight
sterility."
An associate professor of dance
at the State University of New
York at Brockport, he founded the
troupe as an outgrowth of his
dance classes. Most of its dancers
had no previous dance training, a
reality borne out by the stories of
several of the current Bucket
dancers. Regina Smith was
encouraged to develop her "flair
for dancing" by a high school
dance teacher; P.J. Penniwell, a
newcomer to the troupe, was a
drama major in college before he
switched to dance after acting in a
musical which called for dancing

ability. Even Ron Baxter, a ballet
master as well as a performer in
The Bucket since it began, had a
late start.
"I had never even had the
slightest dance training in my life.
All I did was party dance," Baxter
explained."English and history
were my majors in college. I
happened to be reading poetry
while watching a dancing class in
college and became inspired."
ORIGINALLY CALLED "The
Bottom of the Bucket But...Dance
Theater", a punnish play on
Fagan's recruitment of untrained
dancers for the company, Fagan
shortened the name to reflect
critical praise of the group as a
major dance influence.
"The critics started to call us The
Bucket and said we should change
the name, that we were not at the
bottom of the bucket or anything
else," he explained. "My dance
colleagues used to call me crazy
for using untrained dancers. Still I
have always looked for not only
shining talent but drive. Talent
without drive is absolutely
worthless. I'd sooner have an
average talent with super drive
than the other way around."
As a primarily black dance
group, The Bucket has never
experienced any real hostility
while out on the road while
performing for both high school
and college audiences.
Even while dancer Frances Hair
portrays a victimized black
woman, stereotyped as a whore
by white society, undulating
exotically and yet performing with
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the pained look of a victim,
audiences are still. Fagan realizes
that while many may not be able
to understand the message
conveyed by Hair, no audience has
ever booed or jeered her.
Fagan characterized it as his
responsibility to start a black
modern dance company.
"THERE WERE not too many
companies that hired or were
suited to black dancers," Fagan
maintained."They were either oldfashioned, or projected blacks in a
disrespectful, minstrelish way. I
knew some aesthetics were
needed in the treatment of our
people, and knew I had to do it
myself."
While most of the dancers work
during the day at full-time jobs to
support themselves, all put in at
least six hours a day of dance
practice, including rehearsal and a
class instructed by Fagan.
"We don't go home until Garth
tells us to go home," Smith
said."Sure it's difficult, but I like to
be able to dance, to share my
appreciation of what dance is all

about. Audiences are usually very
receptive. They grow with you
during performances."
"A DANCER must have total
control of his body, and yet he
must have control of his
surroundings, too. Both types of
control must be projected to the
audience,"he said "It's a balancing
act really, but its challenging.
After I go home, when I rest, I feel
like I've accomplished something."
Penniwell praised Fagan for not
only his talent as a choreographer,
but also for recognizing the
dancers' different abilities and
allowing them to develop their
own styles.
Fagan himself admitted his
desire to "see what his dancers
are doing, to take into
consideration their needs."
"I was a dancer myself. Still, I
can't be the star, ballplayer and
coach all at the same time," he
admitted."I've had enough years
of performing and enjoyed it. I like
what I am doing now. You know, I
want The Bucket to be one of the
finest companies around."

story by Linda Perez/photos by

Dale Omori
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Cleaning Up
The University Performing
Dancers spend painful months
preparing for their one
performance of the year.
In a spacious room with two
mirrored walls and a bare wood
•n floor, a group of leotard-clad
dancers rehearse.
They stand quietly, their legs
layered with oversized socks, and
listen to the choreographer as she
instructs them. Then, slowly, they
begin to move, their bodies
interpreting her words.
At first glance, their movements
appear graceful and instinctive.
They make dancing look easy. A
closer examination of their faces,
however, reveals a look of
concentration and purpose.
Most of the dancers are students
and have a variety of interests and
majors. At least one is a faculty
member. All are members of the
University Performing Dancers. As
a group, they have been practicing
since October. In the coming
months they will continue to
practice for a performance that
won't take place until April.
WATCHING THEM, a layman
would not guess that their
performance is well over a month
away. Or that they are not
professional dancers but students
with demanding schedules and
class loads.
Their dedication, intensity, and
constant striving for perfection are
what is misleading. There is a
professional quality about their
attitudes.
As rehearsal continues, a pair c

dancers seclude themselves in a
corner of the room, trying to
perfect a movement they didn't
get quite right the first time.
"Shift your hips," advises
choreographer Deborah Tell.
"You're too contrived."
"Try it again," she tells another.
' "Your ribs are sticking out again."
"Take your time, you've got four
whole counts there."
Finally she sighs, adding, "We
have a lot more cleaning up to
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do."
Practicing, perfecting, "cleaning
up," pain. All ore a routine part of
life for a dancer.

and hurting. But it's all worth it for
that one moment when everything
falls into place. It must be the
same feeling an athlete has when
he makes a touchdown."

YES. EVEN PAIN. After a
particularly strenuous move, one
dancer lay outstretched on the
floor, out of breath, her face
strained with pain.
"WiH you ever recover,?"
someone asks.
"I don't know," she replies.
"Even after I quit smoking I can't
make it through this."
"Give it time," someone else
says. "You'll get it."
The fact that given time, they'll
"get it," seems to be the
motivating factor that keeps these
dancers going.
"It's like a masochistic
fascination," said dancer Martha
Rogers. "It's not like overcoming a
mental challenge. Most people
can handle that. This is different.
It's physical. And it involves pain

ROGERS SAID that although
members of the group are not
professionals, "our heart and soul
is in it."
Coreographer Deborah Tell '
described the group as
"remarkably dedicated."
"As long as you're a dancer,
you'll be a student all your life,"
Tell said. "We're always striving to
improve."
For many members of the
company, the desire to improve
means practicing every night,
even after a long day of classes
and work.
Peter Fields, a company
member and a theatre dance
major, said,fie finds the time he
puts into his dancing to be very

worthwhile.
"Part of it is for the achievement
as a company, but a lot of it is for a
personal goal," Fields said. "I
know the only way to improve is
through practice. Basically though,
I just love my art. That's really
what makes me stay and practice
no matter what."

Mam Auditorium will be the
culmination of nearly six months
of rehearsal. Tell merely calls it
the "icing on the cake."

BECAUSE for these dancers, it
is their art, not the recognition it
brings that is most important.
"Even though I know we're
going to pack the place," said
FOR FIELDS, dancing has
Fields,"I wouldn't really care if we
therapeutic value as well. "When I didn't. That's not what dancing
means to me."
have problems and pressures, I
can take out my frustrations at the
"My most important moment,"
studio. It's a release."
said Rogers, "comes when I can lift
Rogers said that although she
my leg just one inch higher than I
may rehearse as many as 8-10
could last week. It's an
hours a week, the time is well
indescribable feeling that makes
spent.
all the work worthwhile."
"I get back all the time I put into
it. I sleep better and. eat better. In
fact, I don't even think about it
anymore. It's like brushing my
teeth. I just do it."
The University Performing
Dancers' April performance in the

Story by Kyle Dugan

Photo by Al Fuchs
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Don't Miss
the King of Pool —

JACK WHITE
Pocket Billiard and Trick Shot Artist

2 FREE EXHIBITIONS
Friday, Feb. 26
2:00 PM - Buckeye Room Union
8:00 PM - Student Rec Center
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He will amaze you with his skill!
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The Original
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FLING^

Beer Blast & Raffle
Saturday Feb. 27th
NE. Commons 8:30 p.m.
Featuring ihe Band

a

I o play da
DUES
You got to
pay yer
BLUES...

3
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"SMACK"
Win a trip for two to
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
$1 Donation at the door
All proceeds to go to the
WOOD COUNTY HEART FUND
Thw e^nt tpowrt Oy Alpfw &gma Ph FnMmNy

ind Mpn« Pn Soronty

COLLEGE I.D.
NIGHT
BRING IN YOUR COLLEGE I.D.
• MOLING GMIN. U0> am

DEB

JUDY
"HOTOG^APHS

CAMPUS
FILMS

KATHY ANN

B. WALSTON

CALL NOW FOR
AN APPOINTMENT
352-4101 181 (B)S. Main, B.G.

FOUR SONS
Ihr.

3524143

This Saturday
Go Shopping in Toledo at the

SOUTHWYCK MALL!
SIGN UP NOW
IN THE UAO OFFICE
Cost: $2/person
for transportation.

Leave Union
10:30 AM
Return: 5 PM

TUXEDO RENTAL

■ JOHNQSTUHNT

JEANS-N-THING-S

417 IB 7S7S •».,»„»
tyf~ O *****

Your local representative
for Russet's Formal Wear
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AND GET IN FREE!
REMEMBER MARCH 4th IS RENEE'S
4 th ANNUAL PSYCHE-UP
FOR SPRING BREAK PARTY!!

SurreBl^m
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... SPECIALS AT THE BAR ALL
EVENING .. SPECIALS...SPECIALS
SPECIALS SPECIALS
■»*■

OPEN, DAILY:
10:00-5:30
TUES til 9:00
SUN 12:00-5:00

w
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Come in Anytime or set up
an evening appointment

631 EDGE ST. 352-8333

8:00 PM
GISHTWre
FRS&ipN

ORDINARY
PEOPLE
FRI & SAT

7:30 4 9:45PM
MAIN AUD
$1 w Student ID

LIFE OF
BRIAN
FRI & SAT
MIDNIGHT
MAIN AUD

$1 w/Student ID

Cami'o/
SUNDAY
5:30 4 9:00 PM
MAIN AUO
$1 w/StudentID
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Although possibly a bit premature

Division ruling may cause BG serious problems
Editor's note: In an interview last
Monday, University Athletic Director
James Lessig discussed his recent
decision to take the athletic director's
position at the University of Kansas,
the NCAA's re-classification of Bowling Green to Division I-AA in football,
and the University's decision to cut
varsity sports because of the current
financial crunch. In this, the second
part of a three-part series, Lessig
talks about the NCAA's re-classification of BG in football.
by Joe Menzer
sports editor
More than just prestige is at stake if
the Mid-American Conference and
Bowling Green are dropped permanently from Division I-A football status, according to University Athletic
Director Jim Lessig.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) announced Feb.
2 that 39 schools, including six MAC
schools, would be dropped from Divi-

sion I-A to Division I-AA for the 198182 college football season.
The six MAC schools re-classified
include BG, Ohio University, Kent
State, Ball State, Eastern Michigan
and Northern Illinois. The status of
Miami and Western Michigan remains uncertain until more attendance figures can be examined. Only
Central Michigan and Toledo retained
Division I-A classsification. The
NCAA requires that at least six conference schools be classified I-A for
the MAC as a whole to retain its
status.
Yet, Lessig and other MAC officials
have contended that the NCAA's announcement was premature.
"I think they've even admitted that
it was a bit premature," Lessig said.
"I think there was pressure on them
because of the recruiting process."
For BG and other MAC schools, that
same recruiting process could undergo serious damages if the re-classification becomes permanent, Lessig
added. Permanent re-classification to

Division I-AA could also result in a
less attractive non-conference schedule and lost television revenue for the
MAC, he said.
BUT LESSIG said he does not feel
the conference will be dropped to
Division I-AA for more than one season, even if the NCAA's Feb. 2 decision stands for the 1961-82 season.
"Western Michigan has submitted
its final audited (attendance) figures
to the NCAA and we think they've got
it - it looks very good," Lessig said.
"Because Miami qualified on the basis of home-and-away attendance, the
NCAA has requested figures from
every school they have played, home
and away. That looks good, too, but
it's going to be close."
To remain in Division I-A, the
NCAA requires a school to have a
stadium that seats a minimum of 30,000 and/or -n average home attendance of at least 17,000 every fourth
year. Miami is attempting to qualify
on the basis of an average attendance
of 20.000. home and away.

The six MAC schools that were reclassified already have the option to
appeal the NCAA's decision, something that both BG and Northern
Illinois are planning to do, Lessig
said.
"Northern Illinois and Bowling
Green have already decided to appeal
our case to the NCAA council, he
said. "The legislation was passed
with a compliance date of Sept. 1.
1982, which means that you have until
that date to comply with their requirements. Our contention is that we will
meet those requirements by that date
and that is what we will base our
appeal on."
NIU'S Huskie stadium has a capacity that already exceeds 30,000. BG's
Doyt Perry Field does not, but plans
have already been made to increase
its capacity to above 30,000 by adding
4,000-to-5,000 seats in the two end
zones, Lessig said.
"There is nothing in there (the
legislation) that says those seats had

to be in place last season," he pointed
out. "It s more complicated than that
- there are other little things involved
- but that is the basis of our appeal."
Still, Lessig realizes the possibility
that BG may lose its I-A status. But he
is quick to add that it probably would
be tor only one season.
"Basically it would be somewhat
damaging, but at worst I think it will
be a one-year thing," he said. "If
we're out of I-A for only one year, the
effect will be minimal.
"The NCAA has also agreed, at
least for this year, that a number of IAA games will be televised. We might
be the best thing they have to show."
Lessig also said that a dip to I-AA
for Just one season would probably not
affect BG's non-conference scheduling. The Falcons have scheduled such
Division I-A teams as North Carolina,
Brigham Young and Oklahoma State
for non-conference games in 1982,1983
and 1984.

ONE COMMON misconception the
public has about the whole re-classification ordeal has been that the
NCAA's decision was official and final, Lessig said. According to Lessig.
the NCAA still has not sent official
notification to any of the schools that
have supposedly been dropped to Division I-AA.
"I haven't had any calls yet; no
notification. The only thing I know is
what I've read in the papers," he said.
"I think we're going to see some
changes before Sept. 1. I think it's
their position to contact us.
"I guess what I'm saying is that the
MAC may not be dropped to I-AA at
all, but if we are, we stand a very good
chance to be back to I-A by 1963.'
(Part three of this series deals with
the possiblecutting of varsity sports
that are expected to be announced in
the near furture. Read about it in
tommorrow's BG News.)

Falcon women beat
McGehee, Arnzen give women strong bench Youngstown, 77-72
Walk-ons burst on scene

By Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter
It is no secret that it takes a strong
starting unit to mold a competitive
basketball team. But without a capable bench anchoring the starting five,
ready to respond when called upon,
the overall strengh of the team is
limited.
Besides its balanced starting unit, a
primary reason for the success of
Bowling Green's women's basketball
team this season has been the strong
contribution the Falcons have received from their bench.
Two players who have sparked the
Falcons throughout the season with
their aggressive play off the bench
have been Cary McGehee and Jeanne
Arnzen, both made the team as walkons when first coming to BG.
McGehee, a 19 year old sophomere
from Birmingham. Mich., trodded a
tough path when she first arrived at
BG.
A self-confessed "hot dog", McGehee came to BG following a successful
prep career at Seaholm High School
where she earned all-league nonors in
addition to receiving Seaholm's Most
Valuable Player award her senior
year.
' However despite her accomplishments, McGehee was not highly re-

WITH FEW SCOUTS interested in
her playing ability, McGehee auditioned at Central Michigan, Michigan
State and Albion College before coming to BG at the suggestion of a friend.
Albion College was really interested in me, but I knew a friend who
was going to Bowling Green and came
here for an audition," McGehee said.
"It was kind of discouraging at first.
There were a lot of girls trying out for
the team and the only way I could
really show what I could do was to run
and gun. I know I must have made a
few girls mad because everytime I
got the ball, instead of passing it off, I
would shoot."
McGehee said she thought her
chances of making the team were
slim after her audition, and, even
after winning a spot on the team,
McGehee still had to prove herself.
She admits her aggressive style of
Ci and some of ner colorful ball
dling did not make a standing
impression with her teammates at
first.

Pendleton Mgt. Co.

352-6167

J~.U.i it. U. CLr.^M.M Sp.
Phone 352-9378

Forest Apartments

352-2276

352 6985
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An Evening With Our Returnee
Students irom Japan and Korea
All those who are interested in the
exchange program, 1982-83, with
Nanzan University of Japan and
Yonsei University of Korea, are
invited.
Time: 7:80 p.m.
February 25.1982
Place: Perry-Croohan Room
University Union
Sponsored by the Asian Studies Program
■—»—H
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"At first when I came here I wasn't
sure if I had made the right choice,"
Arnzen said. "I really liked it at
Northern
Kentucky, but it was more
like1 a commuters school and there
was never many people around the
campus. But after my first two weeks
here, I knew that I had made the right
move."
Arnzen comes from a family where
basketball has been a prominent way
of life. Her father is nead coach at
Delphos St John's High School and her
older brother, Jim, had an outstanding four year career at Defiance College.

835 High St. — Rental Office

Still have some great apartments available
for Spring or Fall
Luther

ARNZEN ENJOYED two years of
success at Northern Kentucky University before coming to BG. The
personable 20 year old junior from
Delphos.Ohio, decided to enroll at BG
last fall because of the more collegelike atmoshpere that surrounded the
campus.

Preferred Properties

New Location
853 Napoleon Apt #5

Village Green

"You don't want to come on (the
team) as a walk-on and think your big
stuff. You have to prove yourself and
also respect their (other team members) status," McGehee said. "I was
kind of a hot dog and liked to dribble
the ball behind my back and shoot a
lot when I first came here. Now I
think I'm a more complete player
because I have more control. When
I'm out on the floor, I want to play as
hard as I can."

cruited by many college teams
following her graduation from Seaholm in 1960/ "I didn't have a good
year my junior year (in high school)
and that s when the college scouts
look at you to see what kind of player
you are," McGehee said. "I really
didn't take basketball seriously until
my senior year. Mostly I just played
for the fun of it."

9:00—430 Monday—Friday
Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont - 8th & High St.
Birch wood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manville
(between Sixth & Seventh Sti.)
2 Bedroom - carpeted and furnished # Gas heat S air
conditioning - gas cooking (Landlord pays gas) * Laundry areas in each building * Residents pay only light *
Lots ol closet space * 1'/, bath.

Special Features

All residents win be granted membership to Health Spa.
a new facility built in 1981 & features the following:
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metos
Sauna * Sun Lamps * Shower Massage * Complete
Exercise Facilities & Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms
Furnished & Unfurnished

W

& EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

o
»%

' r- .

%

From Midnight-1:30 a.m.
the Brathaus will
•pin the wheel
every 15 minutes
for great specials
for youl

"Cary came across as young person
who showed a lot of enthusiasm and
was eager to learn," Bole said. "She
has her own spirit and is a very
confident young lady. She has been a
pleasure to work with and a strong
contributor to our team."
Thus far this season, McGehee is
averaging 9.6 points a game and has
seen action in all of the Falcons
games this year. She serves as a spot
starter and has scored in double figures five times, the highest being a 21
Soint performance against Wayne
tate early in the season.

Bowling Green's women's basketball team withstood a gallant
comeback by Youngstown State as
the Falcons recorded their 17th win
of the season with a 77-72 victory
over the Penguins.
The Falcons (17-11 overall) controlled the game from the outset
with Chris Turtle providing most of
the offense in the first half, scoring
11 points (19 in the game to lead all
scorers), as BG rolled to a 41-31
halftime lead.
But the Penguins, behind Margaret Peters, Denise Schwab and
'Evelyn Rohland, began finding
their marks in the second half as
YSU outscored BG 18-7, during the
first 10 minutes of the second half
to take a 4948 lead with 11:30
remaining.
During that span, Rohland, who
scored only two points in the first
half, tallied eight points to help the
Penguins get back into the game.
Rohland and Schwab finished the
game with 14 points each while
Peters led YSU with 16 points.
Holly Seimetz also scored in double
figures for YSU with 11 points.
"We had some trouble finding
the right combination (in the second half) and that's why we substituted a lot," BG coach Kathy Bole
said. "I thought Sherry Eubanks
did a tremendous job on defense

STOP RUINING

comma off the bench. They (YSU)
took a lot of shots and really played
well in the second half."
Once the Penguins took the lead,
they battled the Falcons the rest of
the way. Although, BG never allowed YSU to increase its lead by
more than three points at any given
time, the Falcons were unable to
regain the tempo they held earlier
in the contest.
Sophomores, Cary McGehee and
Linda Krider each turned in fine
performances coming off the bench
ui the second half. McGehee scored
five crucial points late in the game
while Krider added four.
McGehee's basket from the leftside with 1:44 remaining put the
Falcons up 73-72, and Turtle added
two foul snots in the final minute of
play as BG held on for the victory.
"We may have not been as emotionally charged for this game as I
would have liked, but we still want
to end the season on a winning
note," Bole said.
The Falcons made 28 of 83 shots
from the floor for 34 percent and 16
of 29 free throws for 72 percent. The
Penguins connected on 30 of 86 field
goals for 35 percent and sank 12 of
18 free throws for 67 percent. The
Penguins are now 10-11 for the
season.
"We never felt that we lost control of the game, even after they
came back, Bole said.
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WE CHALLENGE
YOU
Supervise 150 People and a
Multi-Million Dollar Operation.
And do it well. If you're an ambitious, hard-working college graduate
who's looking for a challenging career, perhaps training to become a
Manager at a Hills Department Store is your kind of career challenge.
It's a big responsibility. But you'll be ready for it. Because we offer one of
the most thorough training programs in the industry. Hills training and
our extensive Career Advancement Program have seen a number of
our Assistant Managers become General Managers of an entire store in
less time than with most other major retailers. And it can
work that way for you.
Your job will involve long hours and relocation, but it can be a rewarding
career as you grow with Hills.
To learn more about the outstanding opportunities Hills can offer, why
not talk to one of our Personnel Representatives.
Just bring your resume to the placement office so we'll be
certain to see you when we're on your campus.

We'll be there on March 1, 1982
Contact your placement office for details.

y

SPIN THE WHEEL!

Bole said McGehee and Arazen's
play has been a great asset to the
team this season. She was exceptionally pleased with McGehee's quickness and confidence she showed
during her try-out.

By Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

Features

TONIGHT
vr \'

Arzen said the switch to BG has
given her parents a better opportunity
to see her play since Delphos is only 65
miles from the university. Arnzen,
like McGehee, felt she had a slim
chance of making the team.
"I was really nervous when I tried
out for the team as a walk-on," Arnzen said. "I knew I could play and felt
I could help the team. I'm a real
spirited person and don't have any
trouble motivating myself. But I was
scared at first. I thought I was going
to get cut."

'CHECK IT OUT"

* TV BC Nm February 25. 1W2 .

Sport&
Cards clinch season title by drubbing Falcon cagers
by Joe Memer
sports editor
MUNCIE, IND. - Bowling Green's
hopes of a regular season Mid-American Conference basketball
championship were left behind in Ball
State s University Gym last night, as
the Cardinals claimed the 1981* title
outright with a 71-58 victory over the
Falcons.
The Cardinals outplayed BG in
nearly every respect as they posted
their 18th straight and 27th victory in
their last 28 games in University
Gym. BSU is now 11-4 in the MAC and
15-10 overall, while the Falcons
dropped to 94 and 15-10.
"This is Just a great day for us,"
BSU coach Steve Yoder said. "Anytime you win an outright
championship, you have to feel real
good about it."
The score was close most of the way
but BSU began to gradually pull away
withiust over five minutes to play and
the Falcons never could catch up.

had the upper hand on the boards this
time around, 36-33.
"I've seen NFL games that were as
physical as that." Weinert said. "The
Bengals could have won the Super
Bowl with blocking like that."
But that was not what did the Falcons, as they made several turnovers
at crucial times down the stretch and
the Cardinals simply- cashed in on
most of the opportunities. BG committed 15 turnovers to BSU's seven.

BSU held that six-point lead for a
while as the two teams traded baskets, but McCallum's two free throws,
with 3:04 left, extended the lead to 5751. When John Williams, who led all
scorers with 21 points, hit two more
free throws and a basket in between
BG turnovers, the Cardinals were off
to the races with a 61-51 lead.
"I THOUGHT WE stunk tonight.
We played our worst game of the
season, BG Coach John Weinert
said. "I don't want to take anything
away from Ball State, but if we play
this way, we can't beat anybody.
The Cardinals earned a bye into
next week's MAC Basketball Tournament semi-finals at Chrysler Arena in
Ann Arbor. The Falcons must defeat
Miami this Saturday at Anderson
Arena, to have a snot of securing
second place in the MAC, depending
on what else happens between other
conference teams. BG could still finish as low as fifth if the Falcons do not
defeat the Redskins. That would cost
BG the home court advantage for the
first-round of the playoffs. The first
round is held at the second, third, and
fourth place schools, respectively.
The winners move on to the semifinals in Chrysler Arena.
The BG-BSU clash was a physical
one. Though the Falcons had outrebounded the Cardinals in their two
previous meetings this season, BSU

The game was either tied or one
team was up by just two points nine
different times in the first 13 minutes
of the second half. A Ray McCallum
layup after Jeff Purlin had blocked
Marcus Newbem's shot gave the Cardinals a 51-45 lead with 5:59 left and
from there. Ball State began to pull
away.

"I thought that was a major factor.
Turnovers don't necessarily hurt you
if you're running up and down the
court in a transition game, but we
made a lot of turnovers in non-turnover situations," Weinert said. "They
capitalized on those turnovers."
Miami 93 Central Michigan 76
OXFORD, Ohio - Center George
Sweigert and guard Craig Tubbs combined for 44 points last night as Miami
University trounced Central Michigan 93-76 in a Mid-American Conference basketball game.
Western Michigan CO Ohio 53
The victory clinched a berth in the
conference tournament for Miami,
which is 8-7 and 11-14 overall. Central
KALAMAZOO, Mich. - Center Mike
Michigan slid to 4-11 in the conference Seberger and forward Jasper McEland 10-15.
roy, both seniors, scored 17 points
Sweigert poured in a game-high 25 each last night to help Western Michipoints while Tubbs added 19. Guard gan to a 60-53 victory over Ohio UniMelvin McLaughlin scored 22 to lead versity in Mid-American Conference
Central Michigan, and guard Jeff college basketball.
Heide chipped in 20.
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-UVE MUSIC FROM A. WHITNEY BROWN
-DANCE CONTEST
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-HULA-HOOP CONTEST
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-BEST BEACH TOURIST OUTFIT AWARD
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Seated eongralufcrtloni te AHee and Jeff

APARTMENT

Onkyo Receiver - 25 watts
$70 00
372 6293

merchandising background hMptuI Call
FURN APT WTR ft SPR QTRS

wuakdaya) or 352- 7366 anytime

But not as expensive

Don't forget lo keep

wee* 35% ot the representatives EARN
MORE. Hard work, some nlisHHMg or

NOW LEASING 1982 1983 School year

PREGNANT OR LATE?

ARrt "Do Goods

SPRINQ QUARTER CALL 362 1496

$720 semester

WHAT CAN I DO ABOUT A

OUR SALES PEOPLE AVERAGE $425 per

.■>"

When lha clock strike* nine!

Free corlee and cookan 130-400 18

1S18.

EFFICIENCY

FOR SALE

Win train.

M. OR F Mm. INCL. CABLE TV.

CALL 352 3068

2 bdrm furn apt for Fal 1982 CM 352

paid

16 WILLIAMS HALL

Freezing feeing ecu. come and get warm1

2 HOT -0008 FOR

CM John

poalltona available national I,

ACROSS EiiOM THE WINDMILL!
..1

What a bells' way to warm-up for the
weekend

OebB

ONLY W

leeee

.*.,

Toledo, 14-11 overall, shot irt percent in the contest, to Kent State's 48
percent.
The lead changed hands several
times in the first half, and the teams
went into halftime tied 47-47.
Kent State, in slipping to 10-15 overall, grabbed a quick four-point lead in
the second half, but the Rockets came
back to go on top 67-57 with 11:11 left
in the eame. The Golden Flashes
could only narrow the margin to three
points before Toledo ooened it up.
Northern Illinois 72
Eastern Michigan 62
Details not available

one peed each weak.
Full benefits. Local manufacturer with

M RMTE TO SHARE

AC 352 9302 or

laawtove Real Estate 352 6553

New two-men fum

WHEN IS THE DTZSS?
LOVE. THE PELTS?

1.30-

BEST AND I LOVE YOU. SUE

FCMONALS

9 mo

382-7727
TO OUR DZ ACQUAINTANCES
CUPS!"

we are psyched Theto Chls

SERVICES OFFERED

eta. lut-Kme typing service

_^__

TO RUSTY THE KAPPA S«G

DAVE-CONGRATS ON MAKING
V P OF SIGMA CH YOU'RE THE

HEARTBEAT OF TOLEDO

Spec* summer rates

'use Meier for getting

Lowe, Pawn.

4 00 WS A

FREE. CONFIDENTIAL TESTS

Campua Manor Now Renbng for summer

never be the same after ere gat there!

SATURDAY FES. II CALL 372-S379.

CALL 1 419-241 9131 ANYTIME

1-267-3341

2 bdrm turn apts 831 7th St Tenant pays

Bev Guthery. and

name in prml *ji| love ya' You' roomie

TO THE COFFEE HOURS FRaOAY

typrtrj.

2borm apt lor 1982 83 school year Cal

.-

McCallum came around to hit some
big baskets for the Cardinals in the
second half. The 5-9 standout guard
had been in a shooting slump for the
past three games, but he showed signs
of breaking out of it in the second half.
"Ray McCallum finally got untracked in the second half and hit
some key baskets for us," Yoder
said."l called him over in the first
half and told him one thing - keep
shooting. I think he needed to hear
that."
McCallum ended with sixteen
points. Fullove added 17 points and
nine rebounds for the Cardinals, who
were part of a five-way tie for last
year's MAC regular season title, and
winners of last year's MAC post-season tournament.

I REPRESENTATIVE
CT SALES—CaMng on retailer 1 end

ATTEJITIC+L APJ. AVAIL. SPR. OTR.

Heather Race Jenny Feacher Patty Wo"e.

here-Stroke *ve and slay akve BGSU'1

ing Greet. Woman, and New Golden Torch

•

Trasnks lo Alpha Phi SolaehaMSr-EOw BeKe>

the Hlgheal Pledge Claaa Award. To Llaa
Qravefle lor being selected the Outstand-

TAKE A BREAK FROM CLASSES COME

7305

GQTIABLE CALL 352 71BB

St easer t pjev

CMevenmqa 352-2443

Judy. Laun

LOST: KEY ON A ROUND KEYRING ON

Expert

at me N E COMMONS 8 30 PM

graia on the Deans Scholar amp Aarard.

about his areetend! Sawmill Creek wNI

1-800-4 3M0 38

each for 2. Ho lease 335 Darby St. oft 7th

new lumashed 1 bdrm 1 t* from campua

FOUNDoa* of eyeg-aases *> Weet Hal (OM
Mu-= BMg ) Cm 3S3 734S I Oentir,

ABORTION

CAMPUS1 HAVE OWN BDRM1 RENT NE-

Apt for sublSMS Wb 6 Spr Otrs Brand

Sloe*— Thanks tor brightening up wtoler
quarter for me—I am RCAUT eacrted

TOLL FREE

TOWNHOUSE 30 SECOND WALK FROM

SPR QTR PH 352 1230

FOUND BY BtCYCL£ RACKS AT OFFEN
WC8T CALL TAMMY 392-1767

SvOO A.M. ■ 10:00 P.M.

washer/d/yer.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS APT FOR RENT

Leeafc. Keep up the good a*——

CALL 372 5736

includ .

Saturday. February 27

FOUNO

FOUND PEN NEAP FINE ARTS BUILDING

F RMTE NEEDED SPR QTR TO SHARE

modern

kitchen irtN 1 F.. S150rmo. or SlOOfmo.

FlOfaOA FUNG IS COMWG1

Scon Scnwmd. Congrats on batng our

KENT, Ohio - Freshman forward
Ken Epperson and center Mitch Adamek combined for 43 points, half of
Toledo's winning total, as the Rockets
rallied to an 86-75 Mid-American Con-

Ulil

eery pnWaaV 25 lot S2S at Rapid Prlntlnf.
1ST S. Main. M.-811I.

The triumph assured the Broncos,
7-8 in the league and 13-12 overall, of a
berth in the MAC playoffs.
Toledo 86 Kent State 75

Apt avail, now. 1 or 2 F. written house

BRAND NEW

members Lytvn Elceaaor and Mary Ellen

BRACELET

Bu* n

FLORIDA FUNG IS COMING'

Found o" Etm Mwn Oft, ft 5th Sis
MENS GOLD ID

1 or 2 bdrm apta for 82-83
Acroaa from campus

FLORIDA FUNG IS COMING'

success Love, me DG s

FOR FURTHER INFORMATK3N

FOR RENT

Reeume specie" Typeee* and prolaaakw

1982 Bamng Beeuty

ETHNIC CULTURE CONTEST
SPONSORED BYECAPBGSU

Gat paychad for

I98t Energy ernckanl Located at 617 E
Heed Call 352 5504

LOGO CONTEST FOR E C A P

we were six down and were able to go
in three up. I thought that was one
real critical point of the game. Our
kids really did a job there.'
NEITHER TEAM shot particularly
well from the field. The Falcons shot
46 percent, while the Cards shot 44
percent. One noticeable difference
came in the free throw department,
where BSU hit 15 of 21 charity tosses
for 71 percent and BG hit six of just
eight attempts for 75 percent.
*'We had to keep them off the free
throw line," Yoder said. "11181 just
shows that we played good defense."
That BSU defense kept all but two
Falcons from scoring in double figures. Newbern, who came out on fire
in the second half, led BG with 19
points and David Jenkins added 10.

MAC roundup

classifiedscumtsiart

BOTH TEAMS appeared tense before the capacity crowd of 6,883 in the
first half and neither team could gain
the upper hand.
McCallum, who riddled BG's defense for a career-high 31 points the
last time the two teams met, helped
keep things close by hitting just two of
nine field goal attempts in the first
half.
The Falcons held their biggest lead
after Bill Szabo hit a 15-foot jumper
with 5:20 left in the half to give BG a
22-16 advantage. But Williams and
Fullove hit buckets immediately
thereafter and the Cardinals went on
to score 13 of the half's last 17 points.
"We were in a zone and we switched
to man-to-man defense there," Yoder
said. "With four or five minutes to go.

I.D.G< • I# DI

AS CASH
Double Your Pleasure

A

$1 00

" F DRESSED
BEACH
Wf£AR ■*

t Charlie's Blind Pig

«i

